Welcome to SAPL

Our incoming and current SAPL family, welcome back for a fresh start to the Fall semester. Our family has expanded, and we can't wait to see what new ideas and projects will blossom from this semester's studio projects.

Curious about the previous projects? Check out our Instagram page.

Interested in having yours featured? Send an email to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca

**Featured projects requirements:**

1. Project Name | Student(s) Name(s) | Studio Code | Semester and Year | Instructor's name | Other collaborators

2. 100-word summary explaining your project. Hint: Avoid using "I, my" let the project speak for itself!

3. Up to 6 pictures, including but not limited to site plans, floor plans, sections, elevations, planting schemes, sustainable strategies, axos etc.

4. Submitted images must be within the 1:1 (square) ratio.
DESIGN MATTERS- LE CORBUSIER

For this year’s opening lecture, we are very pleased to announce that Miquel Adrià from Mexico City will be giving a talk on Le Corbusier’s influence on Latin America architects. Dr. Adrià is a distinguished architect, historian, and critic who has written over 30 books on Latin American architecture.

Registration is required

REGISTER HERE
LobbyFest is a three-day urban futures festival that invites Calgarians to interact with, experiment with, and create the future they want to see downtown. LobbyFest transforms downtown tower lobbies into pop-up future labs, conversation salons, and community spaces.

Explore the future of Calgary’s downtown through the eyes and ideas of a community of creators, entrepreneurs, designers and city-shapers.

Join us for the first-ever LobbyFest, **September 13 - 15**, across multiple venues (lobbies, +15, etc.) in Calgary to imagine and co-design the future of Calgary’s downtown.

The full program is now LIVE and made possible by over 30 community partners!

You’re invited to explore **4 lobbies, 8 installations, 4 futures labs, 1 all-day Future Cities Summit, plus multiple talks and workshops**.

**CNLA | NALE 2023 AWARDS**

*Maria del Sol Galdon* - SAPL sessional instructor and her firm, Planta Landscape, won the Landscape Design category in this year’s Canadian *Nursery Landscape Association’s* (CNLA) 2023 National Awards for Landscape Excellence (NALE).

Congratulations!

**INNOVATOR JOINS SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND LANDSCAPE**

Welcome to the family *Chad Connery*.

“Chad’s appointment reflects UCalgary’s commitment to driving innovation in architectural design and education,” says Associate Dean of Architecture, *Jason Johnson*. “By embracing a critical mindset grounded in material systems,
contextual analysis and physical prototyping, Chad will play a key role in shaping the future of design education at SAPL.”

NEW UCalgary SAPL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MIXES ARCHITECTURE WITH AI

Welcome to the family Jinmo Rhee. “This fusion will not only enhance students’ existing design knowledge but also broaden their design perspectives by incorporating advanced technological solutions into future applications.” - Rhee.

BEVERLY’S POND

Beautiful video of the Edworthy Park wetland by Darold Black shot on a recent bike ride featuring Dr. Beverly Sandalack
SHARE YOUR OPINION

The Playful Hybrid Higher Education project explores faculty and student experiences of different modes of teaching and learning to develop guidance for educators on blended learning, an emerging teaching model in universities. What is your experience of in-person, online and blended learning - and your views of the future university education? This survey is open to all University of Calgary students.

SURVEY

SAPLING TALENT

WOODEN RINGS

Wooden rings designed and fabricated by Daniel A. Morley M2- Architecture. Materials are collected from personal projects, or received as a gift and are refined with resin for aesthetics.

Like what you see up here? Share your talents with us by emailing: marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca or tag us on Instagram using the hashtag #SAPLFALL

MYSTERY CORNER

THE MYSTERIOUS YELLOW CUBE

Something intriguing has appeared at the science theatres! Mysterious yellow cubes have popped up in all shapes, sizes and forms. Witness this yellow cube act as an installation piece and open new possibilities for sparking conversation.

Would could this mean? Share your theories with us. Let's unravel this mystery together!

DESIGN BYTES
BETTER COLLABORATION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS COULD IMPROVE URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

Is high-speed trail a reality?

AMID A HOUSING CRISIS, WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF THE CITY LIVABILITY?

To what degree is population growth changing our housing crisis, and what are the proposed solutions?

WEBSITE UPDATES?

Let us know what needs our attention. Send a detailed note to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca explaining the problem, and please provide the content to be uploaded, updated, or that is simply missing.
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